
Wetrok Connect
For a networked machine universe



Wetrok Connect: 
Maintain an Overview at All Times

How long did cleaning machine number 18 take to clean object 251 on 9/1/2019? One of many questions Wetrok 
Connect can provide the answer to. The computer program networks your cleaning machines to give you a com-
plete overview at all times. In real time, with just a few clicks, on any device and for machines from all manufacturers. 
Wetrok Connect offers a whole new level of transparency – both internally and externally. The system has the best 
possible network coverage at all times.

The transparent world 
of Wetrok Connect

Networking for all
Wetrok Connect doesn't discriminate between 
Wetrok machines and those of other manufacturers: 
Any scrubber-dryer can be integrated into the 
network.

Expansion rather than replacement
Wetrok Connect easily integrates in existing 
business software solutions (SAP, Abacus, etc.). 
User categories for various access rights can be 
easily confi gured.

Theft protection
Wetrok Connect can pinpoint the location of any 
machine. You will be notifi ed if a machine leaves 
its assigned area. This protects you from theft and 
misuse of your fl eet at all times. 

Data retrieval: 24/7 and device-independent
Desktop computer, tablet, smartphone – Wetrok 
Connect allows unlimited access to the software 
and the networked machines from any end device.
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Cleaning statistics

My Wetrok Connect (optional)
Do you need additional functions, more extensive evaluations or 
alternative views? No problem at all! Our Wetrok programmers 
will be happy to adapt Wetrok Connect to your specifi c 
requirements.



Prevent work stoppages 
before they occur

Target performance 
no longer just a promise

Wetrok Connect ensures transparency in work performance. 
Capturing target work times at subsidiary and object level will allow 
you to analyse fulfi lment levels on an ongoing basis. 
You will be notifi ed immediately via email or SMS if target work 
times are not met or are started late. This allows you to make per-
formance promises that you can keep, and document fulfi lment for 
your customers. 

Wetrok Connect handles the service process with full 
transparency: Machine representatives specify maintenance 
intervals ahead of time. The person responsible will be notifi ed 
via email when the predetermined number of operating hours 
is reached. An easy-to-understand traffi c light system also 
displays the current maintenance status in real time using 
green, yellow and red markings.

Machine view

By the way...
This newly gained transparency has a positive effect on a number of levels: Optimal use of machines 
also leads to more effi cient personnel scheduling. 

Machine view



Wetrok Connect: 
Technical Network

Wetrok Connect provides the answers

Test now

• All machines can be located at any time
• Data can be retrieved 24/7 from any device or operating system
• Individual access rights for various user categories
• Compatibility with commercial business software packages like SAP or Abacus
• Easy system integration options for third-party machinery

– Where are my machines?

– Which machines are currently in operation and which are charging?

– Is any machine due for maintenance?

– Are cleaning jobs being completed in the allotted time?

– What was the total operating time of my machine fl eet on the previous day?

– What was the last service performed?

Watch the fi lm 
now
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The system delivers the information you need to make proactive 
decisions. The following questions can always be answered in just a few clicks:

Would you like to test Wetrok Connect?
Our point of sale representatives, customer service team or 
your customer advisor will be happy to help you get started with 
Wetrok Connect.

Contact us today:

Switzerland connect.ch@wetrok.com +41 43255 51 51
Germany connect.de@wetrok.com +49 2171 389 – 0
Austria connect.at@wetrok.com +43 800 20 48 68

More information:


